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[P1] China’s ‘eye’ invites you all
I. True or false.
1. FAST looks like a big mobile phone. (
)
2. FAST is as big as 30 soccer fields.
(
)
3. FAST helps scientists look for life in space.

(

)

II. Choose the right answer.
1. FAST is China’s _____ of Heaven.
(
)
A. Eye
B. Ear
C. Mouth
2. People call pulsars the “________”.
A. map of space
B. GPS of space
C. star of space

(

)

3. FAST can receive signals from _______ light-years away.
A. 13.7 billion
B. 13.7 million
C. 13.7 thousand

[P3] Can we build houses with mushrooms?
I. Use the words in the Word Bank to complete the sentences below.
Word Bank
hole

build

break

shape

moon

1. Scientists are trying to use mushrooms to _____ houses.
2. Mushrooms can become any ______ you like.
3. Mushrooms can grow and fix the ______ on their own.
4. If you don’t want your mushroom house anymore, it can _____ down
easily.
5. NASA hopes to grow and use mushrooms to build houses on the
______ and Mars one day.

II. Think and talk.
Do you like mushroom houses? Why or why not?

[P4/5] ‘Swordsmen’ in the sea
I. Circle the right answer.
1. Humpback whales are (warm-hearted/cold-hearted) animals.
2. A humpback whale is about (7-9/14-19) meters long.
3. Killer whales and humpback whales are (not friends/friends).
II. Multiple choices.
1. Why do humpback whales dislike killer whales?
( )
A. Because killer whales attack humpback whale babies.
B. Because humpback whales want to be the “King of the Sea”.
C. Because when some humpback whales are young, the killer whales
attack them.
2. Which of the following is true about humpback whales?
A. They are strong fighters.
B. They have strong fins.
C. They have sharp teeth.
)

[P4/5]
I. 1. warm-hearted 2. 14-19
3. not friends
3. BC
II. 1. AC 2. AB

[P3]
2. shape
I. 1. build
5. moon
4. break
II. -

Answers
[P1]
I. FTT
II. ABA

3. hole

3. Killer whales __________.
(
A. have no teeth
B. are the best killers in the sea
C. look for food together

(

)

